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This year has seen considerable change at The
Mammal Society. Following a major review in
the Spring, the Trustees concluded that the
previous strategy for running The Society was
not financially viable. A new operational plan
has therefore been adopted with the Trustees
playing a much more direct role in running the
organization. Costs were reduced by terminating
the CEO’s post in July and not replacing the
fundraiser following his resignation. Running costs
were also reduced by closing the Southampton
Office, which was no longer required once the
successful Mammal Watch South East (MaWSE)
project was completed.
Whilst initially challenging, the new structure has
produced a leaner and more effective Society.
Since August we have held a scientific symposium
on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services which
attracted leading speakers and was covered in
The New Scientist. We also won research funding
for a new review of the conservation status of
British Mammals, and have made considerable
progress towards the new Mammal Atlas.
We were delighted that our efforts in mammal
monitoring were recognized by the National
Biodiversity Network who awarded us The John
Sawyer Open Data Award in November. Our
new information officer has helped us achieve an
ever-increasing following on Social Media and we
have delivered outstanding training events. Finally,
we have initiated a new series of professional
guidance books, beginning with The Water Vole
Mitigation handbook. We are extremely grateful to
all the staff, volunteers and members who have
made this work possible, and look forward to
continuing our mission of promoting evidencebased conservation.

to help address this problem and inform us
where more research is needed. This will be our
fifth National Atlas, and the first such publication
for more than 20 years. Our Atlas Co-ordinator,
trustee Derek Crawley, has worked tirelessly
to gather data from a wide range of partner
organisations. We currently hold more than 140
datasets, with many thousands of records that
have come direct to us from our members and
the public. The Atlas working group includes 49
members who verify records and support the
development of the atlas. The Mammal Society
is committed to making records of mammals
available as widely as possible. Our success was
recognized by the National Biodiversity Network
(NBN) and we have this year been awarded the
John Sawyer Open Data Award as the natural
history organization contributing the most freely
available data.
Surveys
The South East Mammals Atlas, funded by the
Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) funded Mammal
Watch South East (MaWSE) has been published
this year. This was based on the survey efforts of
more than 150 volunteers trained by the Society,
as well as many thousands of records submitted
by members of the public via our new Mammal
Tracker app for mobile phones. We recognize that
whilst much can be achieved through the effort of
volunteers, the co-ordination of national surveys
and the analysis of scientific data requires support
from core staff. An application has therefore been
submitted to the Esmée Fairbairn Foundation to
support this need.

Otter.
Photograph by
Derek Crawley

SURVEYS, RECORDING
AND MONITORING
The National Mammal Atlas
Mammals are seriously under-recorded in the
British Isles. The Mammal Society is working on
a National Mammal Atlas to set a new baseline
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Red Dear.
Photograph
by Zestin Soh

CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT
One of The Mammal Society’s strengths is a well-informed membership
of mammalogists. Our members, particularly those on the Scientific
Advisory Committee, feed into conservation thinking across the board.
State of Nature Campaign
The Mammal Society continues to be a major contributor of
mammal information to the RSPB’s collaborative State of Nature
campaign, which convened a working group of conservation
bodies across the sector to present a united call to strengthen
conservation efforts. We have been particularly focused on the
drivers of species population change.
Water Vole Mitigation Guidance
The Mammal Society shares information and advocate best
practice in research, surveying and mitigation work. We have
therefore developed a new series of publications (Mammal Society
Guidance Series) aimed at providing advice for professional
ecologists, conservation organisations, and decision-makers. The
first of this series, The Water Vole Mitigation Handbook has been
prepared, and will be published early in 2016. We have worked
closely with a range of stakeholders to ensure that the document
meets the needs of end users. The Handbook is endorsed by the
Chartered Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management and
also by the Water Vole Steering Committee (which includes all of the
Statutory Nature Conservation Organisations).

Events
The Annual Spring Conference, held at Lancaster University, brought
together a diverse group of people including volunteers, professional
ecologists and academics to hear the latest research findings and to
develop new projects. The Student Conference, which is entirely set up
and run by the student committee, was extremely well attended and
provided opportunities for students to network with their peers and to
gain experience in delivering presentations in a supportive environment.
Sharing scientific evidence is a cornerstone of the Society’s work.
This year we, therefore, reinstated the autumn Scientific Symposium,
running the event in collaboration with the Devon Mammal Group.
Addressing the theme of Biodiversity Restoration and Ecosystem >

Seal pup.
Photograph by
Penny Chatfield

Review of the Status of British Mammals
The Society has won a competitive tender to conduct the first review of
British mammal population and conservation status for 20 years. The
funding, from Natural England, Natural Resources Wales and Scottish
Natural Heritage, has enabled us to employ a full-time post-doctoral
research scientist to help deliver the project.

RAISING SKILLS
Training
We provide the most extensive range of mammal training courses in the
British Isles. We have courses for beginners, including our consistently
highly rated How to Find and Identify Mammals course, all the way
through to expert level courses such as Badger Mitigation, which is
suitable for consultants. All of our courses can be used for continuing
professional development and our trainers are frequently acknowledged
leaders in their field.
Detailed Information on each training course is available online and
regular updates on forthcoming training are circulated in our monthly
E-bulletin.
Mammal News Spring 2016 • www.mammal.org.uk
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Services, the speakers at this meeting included leading academics,
policy makers and practitioners. The event was held in Devon,
where the reintroduction of beavers to the River Otter has received
considerable attention in the local and national media. The second day
of the meeting therefore focused specifically on beaver reintroduction
as a mechanism of improving biodiversity whilst also delivering services
such as flood control. More than 120 people attended on each day,
and the feedback was extremely positive. Importantly, careful financial
control also ensured that the event was self-funding. The Scientific
Symposium will therefore now be an annual feature of our calendar.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT

MEMBERSHIP

The final and full accounts will be available to, and presented for
approval by, the members at the AGM in April.

The Mammal Society was set up to support members in their research
and conservation work, be that as a student, academic, consultant or
interested (and frequently very expert) amateur. A large membership
provides an excellent opportunity for networking and learning skills from
each other.
This year we have improved our database management systems,
making it easier for us to easier to keep track of our members, record
their interests, and follow up those whose subscriptions have lapsed.
In October, we launched a successful advertising campaign to promote
our events and recruit new members.

Due to the time constraints for printing and posting the Mammal News,
we have decided to present a draft summary in this magazine rather
than miss the publication while waiting for the independent examiners
to complete their work. These DRAFT summarised accounts are
internal to the Mammal Society, PRIOR to review, and reporting upon,
by the Independent Examiner.
As Honorary Treasurer I do not expect any significant material changes
to this first draft of the 2015 accounts, but it should be understood that
it is only a first draft, subject to Independent Examination.

Whilst Income has reduced from 2014, so too has expenditure,
resulting in a deficit for the year of £19,326, significantly improving on
the result for 2014 and leaving £87,206 in total reserves.
The Trustees have already taken action towards improving the financial
position in future years, including an intention to strengthen the reserves
position. This will be more fully explained in the final accounts and at
the AGM.
Rodger Pressland,
Honorary Treasurer, February 2016

COMMUNICATION AND PUBLICATIONS
Journals
Our international journal, Mammal Review has, for the 5th consecutive
year, improved its impact factor ranking. This now stands at 4.2
making it one of the highest ranking zoology journals and a desirable
publication for academics.
To provide a platform for people to share new techniques and
information on British mammal research we have launched the free
on-line journal Mammal Communications. The editorial team has been
recruited and the website for this journal is now live. Progress with the
journal was slowed by the website becoming corrupted, requiring a
complete rebuild. We now look forward to receiving submissions.

BOOKS, MAGAZINES AND ELECTRONIC
COMMUNICATIONS
In October, we recruited a new part-time member of staff with a remit
of raising the profile of The Society through the production of press
releases, social media feeds, and producing an e-bulletin for members.
We currently have more than 24,000 twitter followers and this number
increases each week. In addition, Mammal News, our magazine for
members which is edited by one of our volunteers, contains updates
on mammal research and conservation. We regularly contribute
information to television and radio programmes such as Spring Watch
and Countryfile, and printed media such as BBC Wildlife Magazine
and Country Living. Our Great Easter Bunny Hunt in where we asked
members of the public to submit their sightings of rabbits and hares,
was particularly successful and received considerable publicity in
outlets such as The Telegraph and The Guardian.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Brief statement of the charity’s policy on reserves:
The Society receives two forms of income: unrestricted funds from
membership, sale of books, equipment, training and Mammal Review,
which are available to cover any costs of running the organisation; and
we receive restricted funds in the shape of grants and bequests which
have to be used for a specific purpose, such as student bursaries to
attend the Spring Conference, or grants to undertake surveys. It is
The Mammal Society’s policy to maintain a balance on unrestricted
funds (if possible), which equates to at least four months unrestricted
payments to cover emergency situations that may arise from time to
time. The balance held on unrestricted funds, after designations, at the
year-end was in line with this policy. We are therefore confident that the
changes have not impeded our ability to deliver the charitable aims of
the organization.
The Society is seeking to develop corporate support with appropriate
partners. In 2015 we had four corporate supporters. Two were
platinum members – CJ Wildlife and Clarkson & Woods Ecological
Consultants – and two were silver members – Spike’s World and
Conservation Constructions, and we are grateful for their support.
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Statement of Financial Activities
for the Year Ended 31 December 2015
31.12.15
31.12.14
Total Funds Total Funds
£
£

INCOME AND
ENDOWMENTS FROM
Donations and legacies
Charitable activites
Training workshops
Publication sales
Events
Other income
Grants
Other trading activities
Investment income
Total

61,383

66,803

21,299
63,194
36,105
1,142
17,481
600
31

29,016
67,198
31,953
355
47,342
–
325

201,235

242,992

EXPENDITURE ON

T
F
A
R
D

Raising funds
Charitable activities
Training workshops
Publications sales
Events
Information dissemination
Programme & activity development
Other expenditure
Surveys & monitoring
Support costs

31,097

54,449

25,490
31,945
52,137
26,358
23,957
504
23,175
5,898

24,857
33,888
57,620
21,732
35,613
1,745
81,710
3,941

Total

220,561

315,555

NET INCOME (EXPENDITURE)

-19,326

-72,563

Net movement in funds

-19,326

-72,563

106,532

179,095

87,206

106,532

RECONCILIATION OF FUNDS
Total funds bought forward
TOTAL FUNDS CARRIED FORWARD
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The Mammal Society’s

5th Annual Student Conference
8th April 2016 – Yarnfield Park, Staffordshire
Our 5th student conference will also be held at Yarnfield Park, the day before the annual Spring Conference. The event will focus on providing
opportunities for students at all stages of study to network with each other and mammal experts, get careers advice, learn more about mammal
research and gain some new practical skills in breakout sessions. Lunch can be purchased from the Yarnfield Park restaurant.

Prices:
Student members – £25

Non-members – £40 (which includes a year’s membership)

To book a place at the conference, please visit: www.mammal.org/student_conference

Photography by (L-R): Roxanne Kelsall, Nick Gates, Jason Parnell-Brookes, Matthew Haxelton and Ben Andrew

The Cranbrook Lecture & Photo Exhibition:
6.30–8.30pm, Friday 8th April 2016

Friday evening opens at 6.30pm with a free exhibition of the winning and shortlisted
photos from the Mammal Society’s 4th Mammal Photographer of the Year competition.
The lecture is being presented by Dr Jonathon Reynolds and is called “Sticking to the evidence: poo traps, politics and the mammal
research”. Johnathan joined the Game Conservancy Trust on a three year project, his first and last job as three years suddenly
became 30 years! Species studied have included squirrels, foxes, hares, roe deer, mink, stoats, hedgehogs, gamekeepers, civil
servants, the aristocracy and politicians!

The Mammal Society’s

62nd Spring Conference

Yarnfield Park, Staffordshire

9th & 10th April 2016

Our 62nd Spring Conference will be a forum for mammal experts and enthusiasts to
meet in a friendly and relaxed atmosphere, hear the results of new research, look to
future work and discuss contemporary issues in conservation.
As a new feature of the conference will be a number of interactive workshops.
AGM will be held on Saturday 4.15-5.15pm, then join us for the conference dinner on
Saturday night to mingle and enjoy our raffle and quiz.

To book a place at the conference, please visit: www.mammal.org.uk/conference
Follow us on Twitter @Mammal_Society for conference updates.
@MammSocStudents for the student conference. (@#mssc16)
Our Facebook page is facebook.com/MammalSociety
The student conference group is www.facebook.com/groups/MSSC2014/?fref=ts
Mammal News Spring 2016 • www.mammal.org.uk
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Before I report on the events of the two-day
symposium, I would like to introduce myself as the
new information and administration officer of the
Mammal Society. My name is Charlotte Marshall. I
am a recent Biological Sciences graduate from the
University of Exeter with a passion for ecology and,
appropriately, British mammals. Throughout my degree
and various summers, I have gained experience
working with bats and water voles in Britain. I was
also lucky enough to spend a year studying abroad
in Montana, USA, where I studied many aspects of
wildlife biology and spent a summer working with Arctic
Grayling just down the road from Yellowstone National
Park. My interest in natural history stems from my
childhood, where I spent many happy hours watching
badgers, deer, owls, garden birds and even woodlice
with my ever-enthusiastic father. In my spare time, I am
a dedicated horse owner and keen scuba diver.

This Arctic grayling shows how
attractive and colourful fish
can be....even to mammalogist.
Photography by Charlotte Marshall

I am delighted to now be working part time for the Mammal Society. My main role is to
provide a hub for general enquiries for the Society. I also communicate with the press
regarding filming and coverage opportunities, manage our social media and help to
organise events. My working days are Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday.
Charlotte Marshall, info@themammalsociety.org

Autumn Symposium 2015
27th – 28th October 2015
The Mammal Society’s Autumn
Symposium, hosted by Devon Mammal
Group and Devon Wildlife Trust, was
held this year at the Rougemont
Hotel in Exeter.  The event took place
during the newly re-launched National
Mammal Week, focused on biodiversity
restoration and ecosystem services
in Britain, using the reintroduction of
beavers in Scotland and Devon as a
case study during the second day.
The flurry of activity that took place in the
conference room of The Rougemont in the
early morning of the 27th was rapidly replaced
by stillness as the first speaker, Ian Bateman
from the University of Exeter, stepped
up to deliver our first talk. Ian’s engaging
presentation described how natural science
and economics can be brought together to

inform decision making. Placing an economic
value on ecosystem services is something that
is now becoming necessary to consider for all
biodiversity restoration projects taking place
across the country and Ian’s talk provided a
perfect introduction to this complicated topic.
Martin Gaywood from Scottish Natural
Heritage then set the scene for beavers with
an introduction to the journey involved in
producing the ‘Beavers in Scotland’ report,
which considered the benefits and risks
involved in reintroducing beavers to Scotland.
We then returned to the topic of ecosystem
services with presentations introducing the
effects of restoration projects on ecosystem
services, conducted by David Smith from
South West Water, Sarah Proctor from
the Moors for the Future Partnership and

Emma Shuttleworth from the University of
Manchester. They explained how moor and
mire restoration projects impact farming,
society and native species, as well as carbon
storage and water quality.
After a break for lunch, Jane Memmott from
Bristol University presented a discussion of
how restoration of not just specific species,
but biological networks, is required to deliver
ecosystem services. This community level
perspective of biodiversity restoration was
followed by another unique perspective of
how reintroduced species are perceived
on a local and global level, delivered by
Sarah Crowley from the University of Exeter.
Sarah’s talk, thoughtfully titled ‘These
Beavers and The Beaver’ was a refreshing
glimpse of how social scientific analysis can
be used to aid in conservation.

Devon Mammal
Group
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Grey Wolf. Ph
ot

Helen’s video of how
wolves can change
rivers brought back fond
memories of my time
exploring Yellowstone
National Park during my
year abroad and provided
ideas about using similar
principles in Britain.

Jenny MacPherson from The Vincent Wildlife
Trust then spoke about the challenges faced
by the pine marten recovery project in Wales.
Jenny’s videos of pine martens during their
soft release, one of which was affectionately
named “Miss Piggy,” were a delight to see.
Laurence Couldrick from the Westcountry
Rivers Trust then confirmed that the funding
behind conservation projects is indeed
a complicated minefield. However, the
Payments for Ecosystem Services initiatives
that he discussed have the potential to
provide a solution to this problem.
Finally, with my head full to bursting with ideas
and inspiration, we were treated to a rather
soothing presentation from Helen Meech from
Rewilding Britain, demonstrating the benefits
of rewilding. Helen’s video of how wolves can
change rivers brought back fond memories of
my time exploring Yellowstone National Park
during my year abroad and provided ideas
about using similar principles in Britain.
With the day’s presentations concluded, an
Extraordinary General Meeting was conducted
for members of the Mammal Society, before
we all headed to Las Iguanas for a welldeserved dinner. With over 50 mammalogists
along two long tables, the evening was full of
lively discussion and laughter.
Day two of the symposium, focusing on
beaver reintroductions in Scotland and
Devon, was introduced by our tireless

Chair, Fiona Mathews. We then dived
head first into the topic of beavers with an
entertaining introduction to the species from
Derek Gow, who outlined the importance of
communication and education in ensuring
the place of these elusive creatures in British
rivers. Mark Elliott from our co-hosts Devon
Wildlife Trust then introduced the five year
River Otter beaver trial. I was interested to
hear thoughts from Roisin Campbell-Palmer
from the Royal Zoological Society for Scotland
about making sure that the beavers we
introduce are fit, healthy individuals, so that
we get our founder population right.
After coffee, we were introduced to beavers
in Britain from an archaeological perspective
by Bryony Coles from Exeter University. This
talk prompted us to think about why we
reintroduce the species we do, as there is
little inclination to reintroduce some species
that appear in our British archaeological
records, so why beavers? This idea was
then picked up by Simon Jones from Loch
Lomond and Trossachs National Park, who
outlined how public perception and the
views of stakeholders are so important in
reintroductions. After lunch, Richard Brazier
from the University of Exeter and Paul Kemp
from the University of Southampton provided
us with a preview of their research into the
effects of beavers on hydrology and fisheries.
Remarkably, it appears that beaver dams act

ography by M

ark Hows

as filters, improving water quality downstream.
The responses of fisheries populations differ,
but some trout populations do increase in
beaver-altered landscapes.
To finish the day, Alastair Driver from the
Environment Agency chaired a question and
answer session with our beaver experts.
Having heard so many different perspectives
on different aspects of reintroductions,
particularly of beavers, I was keen to hear
the opinions and concerns of members of
the audience. Ultimately, there seemed to still
be concerns about the effects of beavers on
agriculture in particular. With gatherings such
as these at the Symposium bringing so many
ideas together, it is hopeful that we can find
the right solutions in time.
Overall, I felt that the Symposium was a
great success. This was my first conference
working for the Mammal Society and having
started my job three weeks earlier, I was
certainly thrown in at the deep end. I can only
say a huge thank you to the hard working
Mammal Society, Devon Mammal Group and
Devon Wildlife Trust members who helped
in organising the symposium and to our
speakers and all attendees for contributing
to two such inspiring days.
A special thank you to the Cornwall
Mammal Group who donated a copy
of the Cornwall Mammal Atlas to every
delegate at the symposium.

The Mammal Society’s

Water Vole Day
6th July at the Royal Agricultural University, Cirencester
This event will discuss the new Water vole Mitigation Guidance Handbook published by The
Mammal Society, and the implications of the new guidelines to those undertaking surveys
and designing and implementing mitigation measures.
Speakers will include Mike Dean, co-author of the mitigation guidance handbook, Merryl
Gelling talking of water vole displacement, Elaine Gill from Natural England and more
to be confirmed.
The day will run from 9.30am-4.30pm.

To check programme, prices and to book: www.mammal.org.uk/events
Water vole. Photograph by David Chapman

Mammal News Spring 2016 • www.mammal.org.uk
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Moors for the Future

Monitoring implications for climate change, water quality and biodiversity
Sarah Proctor, Sarah.Proctor@peakdistrict.gov.uk • Website: http://www.moorsforthefuture.org.uk,
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/MoorCitizens • Twitter: @moorcitizens

The peatlands of the South Pennine Moors Special Area of
Conservation (shown below) are dominated by internationally
important blanket bog habitat. They are also surrounded by the
great northern cities – and are the playgrounds of these densely
populated areas. However the peat that makes up this blanket
bog is highly degraded and amongst the most contaminated in
the world (Rothwell et al 2005).

BEFORE – Black Hill May 20th 2004.
Photograph by Moors for the Future Partnership

Caused by high levels of atmospheric pollution coupled with moorland
wildfires, barren moonscapes of bare peat covered vast areas of the
Pennine hills. Black Hill, 2005.

Since 2003, the Moors for the Future Partnership has delivered over
£20million of conservation work, stabilising more than 27 square
kilometres of such bare and eroding peat to turn the tide of this
environmental catastrophe (www.moorsforthefuture.org.uk).
Photograph from NASA and Moors for the Future Partnership

Situated downwind of Manchester’s historic coal fired textile industry,
and in close proximity to the heavy industries of Leeds and Sheffield,
very high concentrations of atmospherically transported particulates,
including toxic heavy metals, were deposited on the moors in the 19th
century and remain stored in the upper peat layer.

Locally sourced heather brash provides an initial protective cover,
shielding bare peat from the weather and providing a sheltered
growing environment for hitch-hiking seeds and spores. As the loss of
vegetation, and the drivers that cause it, have a detrimental effect on
soil chemistry a carefully defined mix of lime, seed and fertiliser is then
applied. The lime is necessary to raise the soil pH, (which has been
recorded as low as pH 2.3 – equivalent to lemon juice) enabling plants
to grow. Next a mix of amenity grasses, not dissimilar to those found
on cricket or football pitches, are sown. These are fast growing with
relatively large roots to knit the surface together. As the grasses are not
adapted to germinate in such harsh conditions the fertiliser is essential
to kick start their growth and is topped up with subsequent treatments
to ensure the grasses survive long enough for moorland plants to be
re-introduced and establish a foothold.
Simultaneously the erosion channels are dammed to reduce the
amount of peat being washed away (as particulate organic carbon)
and to slow the flow of rainwater downhill.

Drivers of moorland degradation: Atmospheric pollution from the industrial
revolution (top left) and devastating wildfires (middle left) killed off vast areas of
Sphagnum moss – a key peat forming plant (right) and lead to the formation of
extensive erosion gullies (bottom left).

Loss of Sphagnum mosses, a vital feature of peatlands, leave remaining
vegetation vulnerable to wildfires as soils dry out, sparking a spiral of
degradation. Separated by frost, blown away by wind and washed
downhill by rain, bare peat is rapidly lost from the surface and erosion
gullies – large enough to fit double decker buses in – are created (above).
8

Landscape scale conservation work to stabilise bare peat by (bottom left to
right): applying a protective layer of heather brash; introducing a nurse crop
of quick growing grasses from seed; damming erosion gullies.

As there is no viable seed bank on bare peat sites and the distance to
surrounding seed sources are great, moorland plants are re-introduced
across vast areas to promote ecological recovery.
Mammal News Spring 2016 • www.mammal.org.uk

150,000 young bilberry, cotton grasses, cloudberry, crowberry
and cross-leaved heath plants were introduced by hand last year
alone. These six species, along with Sphagnum mosses (also being
reintroduced), form the basis of a healthy blanket bog plant community.
Data collected over the last ten years show the success of conservation
works and demonstrate that the rapid transformation from actively
eroding bare peat into stabilised, revegetated peatland would not have
occurred without these extensive conservation efforts.
Whilst the appearance of a new blanket of vegetation is impressively
noticeable, the implications of conservation works are also monitored
across a raft of other variables including water table depth, water
quality, flood risk mitigation and biodiversity.
Healthy blanket bogs are inherently wet underfoot with the water table
within 15cm of the surface all year round. On bare peat sites the water
table drops to in excess of 55cm below the surface leaving the dry
peat vulnerable to being blown or washed away (Allott et al., 2009).
Monitoring within the first three years after re-vegetation shows the
water table filling back towards the surface, re-wetting the peat as it
does so. Increased vegetation cover also increases the roughness of
the ground which, along with gully blocks in erosion channels, slows
the flow of water downhill in storm events, delaying and reducing the
peak in water discharge (Pilkington et al., 2015).
AFTER – Black Hill cotton grass 2011.
Photograph by Moors for the Future Partnership

Perhaps the most visual indication of a changing climate in the uplands
could be an increased mismatch in the white winter coat colour of
mountain hares (Lepus timidus) against moorlands with less snow. The
mountain hares of the Peak District and South Pennines are an isolated
population, and the last in England, so the impact of a changing climate
on our only native lagomorph might be seen here first.
In order for these patterns to be investigated a large quantity of robust
data is required. The Community Science project not only allows us to
collect scientifically valuable data with which to monitor the impact of a
changing climate, but provides a toolkit to engage people in moorland
science. It also offers an opportunity to communicate and connect
communities with their natural environment; empowering people to
positively contribute to the protection of their environment and take
ownership of the evidence which guides those who manage the land.
There is opportunity for anyone to get involved and ecological records
collected by Community Scientists are submitted to a publically
available national database (iRecord) where they are verified by expert
volunteers. From this platform all records collected can be viewed with
those from the rest of the UK, placing them in a national context. Our
surveys were designed to enable data to feed into national monitoring
schemes such as the Bumble Bee Conservation Trust’s BeeWalks and
contributed to the Mammal Society’s new Mammal Atlas.
If you would like more information or to get involved please
contact Moorcitizens@Peakdistrict.gov.uk or visit
www.moorsforthefuture.org.uk/community-science

References

Black Hill summit in 2011, following initial conservation works transformed the
bare peat landscape pictured above in 2005.  

Initial conservation works also improve the quality of water flowing
over the surface. A reduction in the colour of water and organic
carbon dissolved within it has been recorded in the first 6 months
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Our Heritage Lottery Funded Community Science project aims to
monitor the long-term health of our moorlands by inspiring and enabling
local communities and visitors to collect scientific information on climate
change indicators.
As the south easterly range of blanket bog in Europe we may expect
to see range shifts of moorland species in response to a changing
climate here first. Cold loving species such as Sphagnum mosses and
red grouse (Lagopus lagopus) are predicted to move north or to higher
elevations whilst more southerly species such as orange-tip butterflies
(Anthocharis cardamines) and tree bumblebees (Bombus hypnorum) may
move into the area in higher numbers. Scientific monitoring of specific
populations over a landscape scale not only provides spatial information
(e.g. on small scale habitat preferences or large scale species range
shifts) but also on temporal patterns such as emergence times and arrival
of migratory species such as barn swallows (Hirundo rustica).
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Mountain hare. Photograph by Rose Godwin
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Canine Cranial
Conundrums:

Tales of big old dog skulls

It had been a strong, powerful animal, with a wide
forehead and cheekbones set, a stubby muzzle
and a pronounced ‘stop’ between the eyes; that
point where the horizontal(ish) line of the top of the
muzzle sweeps upward through a near right-angle
to form the profile of the top of the cranium.

Ric Morris, r_morris@hotmail.co.uk, Photographs by Ric Morris
During the autumn of 2014, I spent numerous afternoons
membership-recruiting for Shropshire Wildlife Trust. In late
November, a man arrived with a couple of very exuberant small
boys who were bubbling to tell me that their father had found
a dog skull under a hedge for them!  The location details of the
find were too vague to record.
Smaller canids such as foxes have practically no angle to the stop, but
something like a bulldog or boxer might be much more pronounced.
The skull still had a very brown, stained patina to the bone, with a
number of streaks and blotches of white around the tooth rows. As
ever, he asked what breed the dog had been during its life. Not being
a dog owner, the anatomic subtleties of pedigree dogs and crosses
are unfortunately a mystery to me and I never feel especially confident
about answering that one. I would expect a boxer or bulldog skull to
exhibit a more pronounced underbite, so we agreed that it was likely
to be some sort of mastiff or mastiff cross. It’s difficult to avoid the
unpleasant speculation that there’s been some sinister animal welfare
issue, when a big powerful animal likely to have been a working dog or
domestic pet ends up rotting to a heap of bones under a hedge…
To my mild disquiet, the dad told me that all the loose teeth had been
secured in their sockets with the well-known DIY product No More Nails

and the mandibles themselves had been similarly aligned, glued and
clamped. Not my own first choice as a bone repair product, but who
was I to criticize when the two lads were still fizzing with excitement and
describing how proudly the skull sat on the bedroom windowsill?
In July 2015, another gentleman approached my Shropshire Wildlife
Trust stall and looked intently at my ever-present skulls. Introducing
himself as Richard Lewis, he explained that he too had been a skull
collector in the past (you would be amazed at how often this happens!)
and still had numerous skulls from his childhood through to more
recent finds. He paid particular interest to my fox skull and a fairly
new-to-me dog skull that had recently been gifted to me by fellow
Shropshire mammal Group committee member Peta Marshall. When
asked the inevitable breed question, I explained that its donor had not
known the dog during its lifetime, but in casting a knowing eye over
the skull I could only say a) that due to teeth wear it was probably a
fairly elderly dog; b) that it probably needed a degree of veterinary or
dental care as that there was some bone perforation in the right maxilla
bone, speculatively due to gum disease; and c) it may have suffered
a fractured skull within a year or two of death, as there was a clearly
pre-mortem crack in the right frontal bone above the orbit, possibly as a
result of a blow or maybe the animal had even been struck by a car.

It was a very fragile, degraded skull which was obviously extremely old.  As expected there was very little left of the upper part; no mandible; but a set of large
powerful teeth which suggested a very big dog.
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Richard was kind enough to invite me to see a skull that he had found
during a drought around 15 years ago when he had been walking along
the shores of a temporarily dried-out lake near Newport, Shropshire.
He had spotted a skull half buried in the mud of the bed and stepped
carefully out to try to recover it. He explained that much of the upper
part of the skull was missing but the palate and tooth row which had
been more deeply buried in the mud was much more complete.

125mm wide across the cheekbones. A canid skull of this size and
magnificence was considerably bigger than any other I have in my
collection and so I having considered the tantalizing possibility that
it may be approximately wolf sized. I admit I was very curious to
compare this against a true wolf skull.

He believed the lake was a very ancient one and obviously
the skull had been in the mud for a very long time; so
inevitably the idea was broached that it may be a wolf
skull. Wikipedia suggests that ‘The wolf is generally thought
to have become extinct in England during the reign of Henry VII
(1485–1509), or at least very rare’. So this would be a very
old wolf indeed, but who knows what may be safely
preserved in lake-bed mud and for how long?
With Richard’s blessing, the photos went onto Facebook and via the
miracles of “t’internet”, I was soon contacted by Richard Lawrence, a
chap who has an encyclopedic knowledge of bones somewhat greater
than my own. He advised me to look at the fourth upper premolar,
or carnassial tooth, and to measure its length, explaining that if the
anterior-posterior length of the tooth is less than 24mm the skull will
definitely be that of a dog. However, it appears that some ancient and
a couple of modern dog breeds have premolar measurements above
24mm, in which case further and more detailed angle measurements
have to be taken to accurately determine the species.

So the carnassial tooth of Mr Lewis’s suspected wolf
skull came in at just a comparatively weedy 19mm, thus
making the skull unquestionably that of a dog.
I had a chance to use the carnassial tooth tip again in October 2015,
when I received a Facebook message from Tris Pearce. He explained
that he had recently received a request from Natural England to help
with a badger sett in the West Midlands that had collapsed a wall and
re-instatement of the wall was required. A licence to excavate a trench
in the sett had been granted and digging began.

The result of that match-up, with thanks to my skull collecting friend and
naturalist Melanie Gould (@Melaniegbones) who owns this legally-held wolf
specimen. The wolf is the whiter skull.

Many glass bottles and old broken pottery were discovered- a midden, or
perhaps a 19th century dump- and then a mammal skull was uncovered- large,
and definitely canine, which Tris Pearce kindly gave to me.

This exciting new specimen required a good soak to deal with the
mud of probably several decades and, thanks to the carnassial tooth
measurement of just 22.3mm, by Richard Lawrence’s reckoning I was
able to confirm it as a domestic dog and, I’m speculating here, but
possibly a wolfhound or deerhound. It is an enormous skull, 234mm
x 110mm, and much more complete than Richard Lewis’s lakebed
find; mine is longer but narrower. Richard’s dog was 225mm long x
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The wolf is the whiter skull on the top of both the comparison images,
of course, and at a glance can be seen its much wider cheek-bones,
wider brain-case and more pronounced sagittal crest. You’ll also see
that the palate is much broader, but, very unfortunately, this skull does
not have the all-important fourth upper premolar, the carnassial tooth,
which Richard Lawrence identified as a significant indicator. So as far as
measuring up that comparison is concerned, it’ll have to wait until I can
locate another wolf skull for examination!
A revised version of an article previously published in the Shropshire
Mammal Group Newsletter. With thanks to Tris Pearce, Richard Lewis,
Richard Lawrence, Melanie Gould.
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Fit for Release
Roisin Campbell-Palmer, Conservation Projects Manager,
The Royal Zoological Society of Scotland,
rcampbellpalmer@rzss.org.uk, Photographs from R. Campbell-Palmer
The Eurasian beaver is once again present in
the British landscape, both through licensed
scientific trials (as is the case with the Scottish
Beaver Trial (SBT) in mid-Argyll, and the River
Otter Beaver Trial in Devon), and emerging
wild-living populations from unknown sources.
However, if we are serious about restoring this
species, we need to consider the importance
of founder selection.

The International Union of
Conservation of Nature (IUCN)
reintroduction guidelines emphasise
the need to screen founder stock,
especially their health and genetic
composition as these factors can
influence population recovery and
reintroduction success.
The Eurasian beaver has had a long
evolutionary history in Britain, from
approximately two million to 400 years ago,
when it became extinct through hunting. This
animal was widespread in our freshwater
systems and would have been well adapted
to our climate and landscape. Today the
Eurasian beaver has greatly recovered across
Europe through natural re-colonisation from
modern-day refugia populations created
largely through proactive translocation and
reintroduction efforts. Beavers will not naturally
re-colonise Britain, given that it is an island,
and this has been a contributing factor in the
debate over where beavers should be sourced
from, for any future restoration programme.
The health status of any founder population
is a key consideration in any restoration
programme. Over 200 beaver translocations
have taken place across Europe, however,
few have examined pre-release health checks
12

beyond looking for obvious signs of injury or
disease, and even fewer have examined postrelease pathology.

As part of the Scottish Beaver Trial,
a host of veterinary considerations
had to be investigated, given the
lack of previously published data
for beavers and the more stringent
animal importation laws.
Beaver health screening

For example, there were no published
standards for haematology and serum
biochemistry parasites (or those for
‘normal’ parasite loads) with which to make
comparative assessments on health. The
post-release health monitoring of SBT
was one of the most intensive and robust
programmes associated with beaver
release. These procedures have now been
implemented in other wild and captive beaver
projects in Britain.
One of the most significant issues regarding
the health of beaver populations in Britain is
the appearance of beavers from unknown
origin, as they present a potential health risk.
There has been political pressure to remove
such beavers; however, public reaction has
been significant in seeing them remain.

A realistic concern is the introduction
of the parasite Echinocococcus
multilocularis (EM), which has been
reported in an imported captive
beaver in England. The presence
of unknown origin beavers, first in
Tayside in Scotland and then later
in Devon, saw the risk of accidental
introduction of EM rise.
Previously, it was only possible to determine
if a beaver was positive for this parasite
through post-mortem examination. The
Royal Zoological Society of Scotland (RZSS)
have recently published new diagnostics for
detecting the presence of EM cysts on internal
organs, through a combination of methods. To
date, over 65 beavers have been screened and
no evidence of this parasite has been found.
Whilst EM is a significant zoonotic requiring
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stringent steps to prevent its entry to Britain,
such health screening has revealed hostspecific parasite species which are not of
such concern, namely the beaver fluke and
the beaver beetle. These are now recorded
as new species to Britain but perhaps it
would be more appropriate to view them
as the restoration of additional lost species.
Parasite preservation and diversity has been a
neglected biodiversity crisis and is a growing
concern in conservation. These species are
also well documented in beaver reintroduction
throughout Europe, and both have a long
evolutionary history with their host, so there
is little doubt they were previously here in
Britain but not preserved in the fossil records.
These are considered to be non-pathogenic
to beavers unless at abnormally high loads,
and such loads tend to be indicative of other
underlying health issues.
From what we know so far there is no doubt
that beavers can survive and cope well in
British landscapes, even those which have
been greatly modified since their extinction.

For species restoration we need to
consider long-term adaptation and
population viability. DNA-based tools
are well suited for addressing such
questions and have been developed by
RZSS for specific relevance to beaver
reintroduction in Britain.

near eradication as a result of the fur trade.
With this in mind, we are more confident that
European origin of beavers present in Britain
is not of real significance, providing they are
the right species (i.e. not Castor canadensis)
and do not come from far eastern Eurasian
populations, such as Mongolia, which show
the greatest degree of difference.
Much more important than genetic origins
is genetic diversity, which is crucial within
a species to enable populations to adapt
and cope with future changes in their
environments, such as disease epidemics and
climate change.

The level of genetic diversity in
present-day beaver populations is
much reduced from historic levels,
as a consequence of recovery from
severe bottlenecks created through
over-hunting.
The highest levels of genetic diversity are not
unexpectedly demonstrated in populations

that have experienced mixing from several
relict populations, such those found in Bavaria
and Switzerland. Whilst those populations,
namely in Norway and France, that have now
expanded from relict populations and have not
experienced any introgression display much
lower levels of genetic diversity.
Genetic screening of free-living beavers
demonstrates that the majority of beavers
present in Britain are of Bavarian origin.
Bavarian beavers demonstrate relatively
high levels of genetic diversity. Currently
the collective genetic diversity of beavers in
Britain can be considered as relatively high in
comparison to other populations in Europe.
However, we should remember that this is
only a snap shot in time: a starting point,
and that current populations are small, highly
fragmented and at present are not mixing
with each other. They will, therefore, only tend
towards inbreeding, so the level of relatedness
within population is another important factor
to consider.
A panel of markers now exists so we can not
only accurately assign population of origin but
also parentage and individual identification.

Elaine and Eoghann emerging from crates.

One of these is a rapid genetic test to
determine beaver species. The Eurasian and
the North American or Canadian beaver are
difficult to tell apart in the field, especially
from a distance or without direct comparison.
The North American beaver is now present
in Finland and parts of Russia, with more
recent escapes in parts of Germany and
Luxembourg. The two species have differing
numbers of chromosomes and there is no
evidence that they can successfully hybridise.
Historically, American beavers have been
kept throughout Britain and more recently
there have been a number of wild beaver
importations from Germany. There has been
some uncertainty over the origins of some of
the beavers introduced to Britain (specifically
those accidentally or illegally released);
however, examination of wild caught beavers
has determined that all those screened to date
have been Eurasian.
It is also important to consider what part of
Europe we reintroduce our beavers from.
Contemporary mixing of beaver populations
in certain parts of Europe is evident: in
the Bavarian beaver, for example. Recent
genetic analysis with various collaborators
across Europe has enabled us to develop
new genetic tools for beaver conservation.
One major outcome of this work is that a
question mark has been placed over the
historic splitting of beaver populations into
subspecies. It seems as if genetic differences
discovered between these previously defined
subspecies are mainly an artefact of the
Mammal News Spring 2016 • www.mammal.org.uk
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Most recently, genetic analysis
of the River Otter beavers has
revealed that two supposed family
units are significantly related,
with breeding now evident
between close family members.
From a species restoration viewpoint, no
matter how high genetic diversity is to start
with, any advantage may soon be lost if
inbreeding is significant.
Whilst the negative effects of inbreeding may
not become immediately apparent in the first
few generations, we must seriously consider
the impact on genetic diversity after several
generations and what impacts this may have
on the founder populations of a species
we wish to successfully restore. If we look
at the Tayside population, currently genetic
diversity seems good, but relatedness in
this population shows that it has originated
from a small number of animals. In fact, of
those animals sampled, all can be traced
back to three individual family units, with the
majority of individuals sampled sharing one
grandparent in common.
So what does this all this mean for the future
restoration of beavers to Britain? We cannot
restock with what was previously here, but we
can give future populations of British beavers
the best starting point by ensuring there is

optimal genetic diversity to enable animals to
adapt in the long-term, including the ability
to cope with any future disease outbreaks
or the effects of climate change. We know
beavers can recover from small numbers, but
we also know the beaver present today is
much less genetically diverse than previously
present throughout Eurasia. The recovery of
the Eurasian beaver has been from a series of
artificial starting points, and just because the
species has recovered in number does not
mean it has recovered entirely.
As an island, there will be no
opportunity for natural inflow and
mixing of new genetic material, so
we should make a conscious effort to
ensure any future British beaver has
optimal adaptability potential.
Other reintroductions have demonstrated that
failures can occur, especially over the longterm, due to poor founder selection and lack
of genetic diversity.
In the foreseeable future, small and
fragmented beaver populations will exist in
Britain, so we should therefore really start to
think about these in terms of metapopulation
management, and therefore translocation
of small numbers of animals between them
would be recommended.

In conclusion, both veterinary and genetic
screening have been vital in furthering our
knowledge on beaver reintroduction to Britain.
All beavers screened to date (>70 individuals)
have demonstrated that both live trapped
and dispatched individuals are in good
body condition, and are therefore surviving
and adapting well to the British landscape.
However, we should not underestimate
or dismiss the risk presented by beavers
‘appearing’ in our landscapes from unknown
origins. To date, no negative impacts have
been recorded, but this can be accredited to
chance as opposed to any calculated risk.
It is important to assess and manage such
risks in a pragmatic manner so that important
conservation goals may still be achieved.
The long-term viability of beaver restoration
to Britain is not a done deal and still requires
significant effort and collaboration, not only to
ensure we have the best founder stock, but
also to address social and political concerns
relating to living with this species again. The
Scottish Government is set to decide on the
future of beavers in Scotland, and given the
large number of beavers now present, this is
likely to influence what happens in the rest of
Britain. The restoration of beavers to Britain
has had a long and haphazard history; as our
first official mammal reintroduction it is vital we
get this right.

Photograph by
Rhona Forrester
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Networking on

DORMICE
Cornwall Mammal Group, in collaboration with local community woodland group, Friends of Stara
Woods, held a very successful Cornwall Dormouse Day on 23rd September.
The event was intended to bring together
dormouse monitors, ecologists, students
and conservationists to share experience and
discuss practical management and survey
issues. 50 people attended from across
Cornwall and Devon (and even one from
County Durham!) to hear presentations from a
wide range of experts. Ian White, Dormouse
and Training Officer for the People’s Trust for
Endangered Species (PTES) talked about
lessons learnt from the National Dormouse
Monitoring Programme. Forestry consultant,
Roger Trout, considered practical management

in conifer woodland and local ecologist, Jenny
Stuart, Cornwall Environment Consultants,
discussed the current A30 widening scheme
and its impact on the dormice that live in the
central reservation Local dormouse monitors
shared their recent results and experiences
from across Cornwall and Devon.
The day was rounded off with a trip to Stara
Woods where the manager, Dan Cuillen,
showed us how the site was managed for
wildlife and dormice in particular whilst still
producing timber.

The weather stayed good enough for the
hardier attendees to enjoy tea and copious
quantities of cake whilst looking out across
the woods and chatting.
This was a very useful networking opportunity
which we hope will stimulate collaboration
amongst dormouse workers and possibly help
to identify new monitoring sites or research
ideas. The event was supported by Cornwall
Mammal Group with help from PTES and the
Environmental Records Centre for Cornwall
and the Isles of Scilly.

Mammal Atlas

Atlas Update

Woodmouse. Photog

raph by Gary Cox

A BIG thank you for all your records and to the county verifiers for
checking the records via IRecord from the Mammal Track App and
Web page recordings.
Although the last date for records for the atlas is past you can still
input records from 2000-2015 by these methods or send them to
atlas@themammalsociety.org.

Every record is still important.
The app and web page will remain live and you can still submit records
which the society will share with Local Record Centres and the NBN.
With regards to the atlas we are collecting the data and discussing
distribution with our species authors, looking at publishing in late 2016.
Congratulations to Amanda Barton for winning our National
Mammal Week Records Competition and a special mention to
Hilary Marshall as the runner up.
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Shropshire Pine Martens
Stuart Edmunds, Shropshire Mammal Group, stuartedmunds@rocketmail.com
Photography by Stuart Edmunds

When the first Shropshire pine marten Martes martes
was discovered in July last year it came at a time when,
after 6 years of searching, I was ready to accept that all
previous unverified records of pine martens were all cases
of mistaken identity.
The search for Shropshire’s presumed extinct pine martens Martes
martes began in 2009 with the intention of investigating reported
sightings of Britain’s second rarest carnivore by members of the public.
There were plenty of ups and downs along the way including lost
camera traps and numerous car tyre punctures.
Everything changed on 5th July, when the quick-thinking of local wildlife
enthusiast and bird recorder Dave Pearce led to the first photograph of
a pine marten in Shropshire. On five camera traps, I also successfully
recorded five video clips of a pine marten reoccurring at the location
over the course of a week. For the first time in over 50 years, it appeared
that we had located an English pine marten territory to monitor.

The Scat Team on Friday 22nd Jan

To improve the likelihood of finding scat samples, on Friday 22nd
January, the ‘Scat Team’ was assisted by Luna, a pine marten scat
detection dog, trained by Louise Wilson of K9 Consultants. With a nose
for sniffing out elusive wildlife and trained to target pine marten scent,
Luna could cover much more ground than my usual team. And despite
the lack of scats found on this occasion (to be expected in January),
Luna did indicate positively for pine marten scent in two locations,
providing optimism that at least one pine marten has passed through
the woodland recently.
The second of the pine marten clips freeze-framed

During the next six months, the pine marten continued to show up on
camera but it was not until September that it became clear there was
more than one marten living in this relatively isolated woodland. By
taking measurements of the branches the martens were recorded on
we have been able to determine that one marten is considerably larger
than the other.
Efforts were stepped up to obtain DNA samples through the installation
of baited hair tubes, which are designed to attract pine martens and
catch a hair sample; DNA sampling could help to determine the genetic
origin of our pine martens. There are several possible explanations of
why there are ‘sweet marts’ in Shropshire; the most interesting of which
would be that our martens are the remnants of a long-presumed extinct
English/Welsh population. There is also local anecdotal evidence to
suggest that pine martens have been seen in the valley since the early
1980s. Another option (and likely) is that a rogue conservationist or
gamekeeper moved pine martens from Scotland to the Marches area
in the past. The third possibility to explain their presence here is that
unofficially released pine martens have eventually met and bred with a
depleted local population and have bolstered the gene pool.
When it comes to surveying, winter is not generally the best time
to monitor pine martens as they are not as active. Scat is harder to
find and are most likely to be found around den sites, located in tree
hollows, old rabbit warrens and rocky crags, rather than on trails.
Despite this, a dedicated team of volunteers joined me on several
searches for pine marten poo, or scat. Scat also holds that all-important
DNA, so by collecting scat samples along with using hair tubes, we are
doubling our chances of getting a sample.
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Luna detects pine marten scent in Shropshire

There is still much work to be done this year to plot the distribution
and movement of the Shropshire pine martens. There is over 16 km2 of
suitable habitat just along the one valley so there is plenty of room for
more Martes martes. There might still be other unrecorded martens out
there waiting to be discovered! It will be fascinating to see how long it is
before we see interaction between the martens here and those released
in Wales as part of the exciting Vincent Wildlife Trust project.

You can keep updated by visiting:
www.shropshiremammalgroup.com/research/pine-martens
or at www.facebook.com/groups/shropspinemartens/
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North East Harvest
Mouse Survey – 2015
Ian Bond, bondian@hotmail.co.uk

This year’s survey was again a joint
effort between Northumbria Mammal
Group and Durham Wildlife Trust with
the added bonus of Tees Valley Wildlife
Trust surveying those of their sites where
harvest mice had been found in the past.
The survey started promisingly with the
training at Cowpen Bewley Woodland Park
producing a total of six nests. Meanwhile, on
the same day, Don Griss was live-trapping
small mammals at nearby Saltholme and
included a harvest mouse in his catch. As far
as I know, this is the first time that a harvest
mouse has been live-trapped in the North
East, other than as part of the re-introduction
programmes in the early part of this century.
However, he must have started a trend as
Marie Athorn trapped one at Bowesfield the
following month.
Unfortunately, the weather dictated that things
went downhill from that point. The wet and
windy conditions that dominated much of the
survey period moved rummaging around in
long grass somewhat down the list of things
to do when you have half a day’s spare time.
Nevertheless, quite a few people braved
the conditions and spent a couple of hours
rooting around. As experience continues to
show, looking for harvest mice in the North
East results in failure more often than success,
but perhaps that just makes success all the
more significant.

Probably the most significant of these was by
Vivien Kent at Seaham; this represents the
furthest north in East Durham that harvest
mice have definitely been recorded.
Outside of the survey, a few other harvest
mouse records have come to my attention
this year. One was found after it had run
into a house near Meadowfield, the detailed
description of which clearly fitted a harvest
mouse. This is close to the other records for
that area but moves their current distribution
just west of the Browney and the Wear,
which might otherwise have been potential
barriers in the distribution. More significantly
still in terms of distribution, a tiny mouse was
seen clambering around the top of some
Campion stems at Clara Vale. Again from
the description it seems like it could
only have been a harvest
mouse, moving its current
distribution much further
north and west in County
Durham, although there
are some records from the
1960s from that general
area of the County.

Just as significantly, Derek Crawley,
who is co-ordinating the Mammal
Society’s National Mammal Atlas,
found nests at Big Waters, near
Newcastle; so Harvest Mice are
still in Northumberland.
I have made a detailed spreadsheet of the
surveys, showing factors such as survey
effort, habitat details etc, where these were
reported. If anyone would like a copy of the
spreadsheet, please drop me an e-mail.
Northumbria Mammal Group and Durham
Wildlife Trust would like to express their thanks
to everyone who took part in surveys or sent
in records.

Photograph
by Jason
Parnell-Brook
es

This year, a total of 20 surveyors, or
sets of surveyors, checked 32 sites as
part of the survey and found positive
evidence of harvest mice at ten of
them: five of which were new sites.

h
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Photograph by Dennis Brown
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A mountain hare in the Peak District.
Photograph © Moors for the Future Partnership

Mountain
Hares

in the Peak District and South Pennines
Joe Margetts and Derek Whiteley, Community Science Project Communications Office, Joseph.Margetts@peakdistrict.gov.uk
Website: moorsforthefuture.org.uk Facebook: Moors for the Future Twitter:@moorsforfuture
Our much-loved mountain hares are special members of the
Peak District fauna, so it sometimes comes as a surprise that
they are not native (since the late Ice Age) to this area. Brought
down from Perthshire in Scotland in the 1860s and 1870s, the
hares were turned out onto moorland for shooting and hunting
by Victorian estate managers. They took a liking to the Peak
moorlands and colonised a large area within a few decades.

and all patterns in between, some with brown ‘saddles’ and some with
‘spectacles’. The reverse moult occurs in November and December. In a
mild winter white hares are very conspicuous against the brown heather
and bracken, and they rely on their camouflage, sitting tight and still, until
bolting at the last minute. So, with a careful approach you can get very
close and frequently the hares will bolt literally from under your feet.

Their changing coat colour is fascinating. The whitest hares are seen
in January and February, then brown fur starts to grow and the fluffy
white fur is shed. By late March you can see white ones, brown ones

Special Area of Conservation

The Peak District National Park
Boundary and the ‘Special Area
of Conservation’. Photograph ©
Moors for the Future Partnership

The Peak District and South Pennine area is notable not only because
of its mountain hare population, but because of the internationally
important habitats in which these animals are found. 65,000 hectares
of habitat – including dry heath and blanket bog – are protected here
at a European level as the South Pennine Moors ‘Special Area of
Conservation’. Interestingly, these are the most south-easterly instances
of blanket bog in Europe and as such they are very likely to be some
of the first areas of these habitats to show the effects of a changing
climate. Studying the mountain hare population therefore has the
potential to provide great insight into the future prospects of both the
mammals and their habitats.

What We Know
Modern studies started in 1967 when former Mammal Society
President, Derek Yalden, began 45 years of personal fieldwork and
supervised research student Phil Wheeler in 2001 and 2002. Derek’s
records continue up to the time of his death in February 2013 and
provide an enormous amount of data and analysis.
Sorby Mammal Group’s Annual Mountain Hare Walk was established by
the late Colin Marsden in 1973 and has continued for 42 years, covering
the same transect route of about 16 miles in late March each year.
In 2000, the Derbyshire Wildlife Trust co-ordinated a single-season
count which covered all the likely moorland in one winter.
Over 113 recorders contributed
sightings from 332 1km
squares. (Mallon 2001). In
2013 Sorby Mammal Group
started a project to revisit the
same squares. Volunteers
spend a minimum of two hours
criss-crossing each square
accurately mapping live and
dead hares.
(Right) Sorby Mammal Group’s
Annual Mountain Hare Walk 2010.
Photograph © Derek Whiteley
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exposed and eroding. The Moors for the Future Partnership has been
working for the last 12 years to reverse this process and has had great
success in revegetating the moors – the first stage in the recovery of
blanket bog. Part of this work has been scientific monitoring – studying
the process and progress of this recovery. Now there is a chance for
anyone to get involved in this study – by taking part in a hare survey.

Community Science
Moors for the Future Partnership’s Heritage Lottery funded Community
Science hare survey is a very easy way to get involved. Simply send
in details of your sightings via the survey postcard, free ‘MoorWILD’
app or website. Knowing whether a hare’s coat colour was matched to
snowy conditions or not could help in understanding the implications of
climate change for the species.

An example of Mountain Hare records in Upper Derwent Valley based on 20132015 observations.  Maps produced by Recorder 6 software using NBN map
tiles. © Ordnance Survey.

A useful detailed review was published in British Wildlife (Mallon et al.
2003) when the Peak District population was estimated to be as high
as 12,000. Annual Sorby transect counts in the 2001–2011 decade
regularly topped 200 hares in a single day. The main climate factor
controlling populations appears to be cool wet summers leading to
leveret mortality. Normal cold snowy winters do not seem to have much
impact, although the long severe winter of 1985 was devastating when
hundreds of dead hares were found the following spring. Recovery from
these population crashes can take some years.

Moors for the Future
Unfortunately the
A mountain hare on an area of bare peat.
South Pennine Moors
Photograph © Derek Whiteley
are some of the most
degraded in Europe.
A 200 year legacy of
industrial pollution,
overgrazing and wildfire
has rendered the area an
environmental disaster
zone – vast tracts of
peat have been stripped
of their protective
vegetation and left

On its own your sighting might simply help you remember an enjoyable
wildlife experience; but when it is added to other sightings it becomes
something much more powerful – it is part of a dataset which
collectively can be used to monitor how a species is faring and even
make important decisions in conservation or land management to help
secure its future. Much work is being done by Moors for the Future
Partnership to reduce wildfire risk and improve the health of the region’s
blanket bogs – making the habitats favoured by hares more resilient to
climate change.
Data for 2015 will feed into the Mammal Society’s new Mammal Atlas
– helping to build a vital baseline map of mammal distribution. For
those who would like to get even more involved, Sorby Mammal Group
is looking for volunteers to survey individual 1km squares, organises
monthly mid-week hare walks and for the really fit, the epic annual Colin
Marsden Mountain Hare Walk takes place on the last Sunday in March.
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Records of mountain hares can be sent to Moors for the Future
Partnership’s project via post, online or via the free ‘MoorWILD’
smartphone/tablet app.
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Supporters’ Page
The Mammal Society is proud to work with a wide range of partners;
this is essential to achieve our aims. We are the UK’s leading charity
advocating evidence based conservation for mammals. We support an
ever-growing network of experts and enthusiasts all working to survey,
monitor, research, promote and conserve mammals. By learning more
about mammals and sharing results, we aim to secure their future.
Working with all sectors of the community and business world is
important. Support can be via individual membership, sponsorship of
specific projects, such as the national atlas or specific training courses,
volunteering, raffle donations, photo competition prizes (these will be listed
in the next issue), gifts in kind or corporate support, to name but a few.
Corporate support is something we are looking to develop. We currently
enjoy the support of small and large businesses. All four current
corporate supporters have joined us for different reasons and we will be

profiling what they do and why they support us in forthcoming issues of
Mammal News.
We have three tiers of corporate support, Silver Sponsors, Gold
Guardians and Platinum Partners, to suit the size of your business. By
becoming a corporate supporter you can reinforce your reputation as
an environmentally responsible organisation, which will send positive
messages to your staff, customers, and suppliers; promote your
organization to our environmentally aware members and supporters;
will enable the Mammal Society to take action for science based
conservation of mammals.
If you are interested in working with us and would like
to find out more about the options please contact Kate
on enquiries@themammalsociety.org

Mammal Society Corporate Supporters:
Platinum Partners
CJ Wildlife
Clarkson & Woods

Silver Supporters

Conservation Constructions
Spike’s World

Clarkson and Woods Ltd is proud to be entering into its third

year of sponsorship of the Mammal Society. Our company has a long
history of involvement with the Mammal Society and it is a privilege
to be in a position to offer our support as a platinum sponsor. The
charity is important for us on a number of levels: drawing together
knowledge from across the UK; facilitating the exchange of ideas;
helping to establish
new collaborative
relationships;
promoting research
and developing
national standards
in survey and
Clarkson and Woods team
assessment; and
heads up at team outing
informing and inspiring
our staff. Mammal Society conferences and events are highlights of our
annual training programme which our staff always look forward to.
We would particularly like to highlight the value in the ongoing work
to develop the new National Mammal Atlas, the Mammal Society
publications, and the excellent training courses which provide our staff
with first class opportunities to develop their skills and experience in
survey and assessment techniques. From a professional standpoint,
working within the
Clarkson and Woods team heads
field of ecological
down at watervole training session
consultancy, the
atlas, Mammal
Communications and
Mammal Review, and
the array of training
opportunities are
essential in ensuring that
our work continues to be
of the highest standards.

Clarkson and Woods is an expanding ecological consultancy based in
Somerset www.clarksonwoods.co.uk

Spike’s World is delighted to support the Mammal Society and
the valuable work it does for our mammals. Research and monitoring
is so important to the conservation of species and raising awareness
enthuses people to join in and do their bit to help!
Spike’s World provides hedgehog food and other accessories from a
base in Lincoln www.spikesworld.co.uk
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CJ Wildlife, helping you
attract more wildlife
to your garden

10% DISCOUNT FOR ALL MAMMAL
SOCIETY MEMBERS, JUST ENTER CODE
UKMAMSOC16 AT CHECKOUT

For products featured and to order please visit
www.birdfood.co.uk/mamsoc16 or freephone 0800 731 2820

Finally, a big thank you to you – that’s
all our volunteers, Local Groups and
members. Together we are making
difference for mammals.
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Mammal

Training 2016
For more information and to book any of our courses visit www.mammal.org/training.

Owl Pellet Analysis, 19th March – Wildwood
This one-day course will help you to learn
which mammals are the most popular food
sources for a range of owl species. Find out
why owls produce pellets and how to collect
and dissect owl pellets. With our trainer’s
expert guidance, you will practice identifying a
range of mammal remains from your dissected
pellets, and learn how to record and use your

findings. There will be an opportunity to visit
the small mammals at Wildwood to see living
examples of the species you have identified.
Ticket Type

Price
£65

Mammal Society Member Ticket

£55

Student Member & Concessions

£115

Non-members

Using Camera Trapping for Mammal Monitoring,
9th April – Malpas
With recent improvements in technology
and decreases in price, camera traps have
emerged as an increasingly popular way to
observe mammals and gather information that
may not otherwise be available. This one-day
course provides an overview of the types of
camera trap available, how to operate and
maintain them, their different uses, common
issues, potential research applications and

considerations for positioning. It is seriously
worth considering the course if you are
thinking of buying a cameral trap.
Ticket Type

Price
£65

Mammal Society Member Ticket

£55

Student Member & Concessions

£115

Non-members

Dormouse Ecology & Conservation, 6th May – Callow Rock
This one-day course is recognised as the
definitive course on dormouse ecology and
monitoring. Ideal for those working towards
their Dormouse Handling Licence. The
course includes a visit to check nest boxes,
information on relevant legislation and often
the opportunity to handle dormice under
supervision with guidance on best practice.

NEW FOR THIS YEAR!
Beaver Ecology &
Conservation, 23rd-24th
April – Lifton, Devon
This two-day course aims to introduce the
Eurasian beaver, a native British mammal,
whose reintroduction is receiving much
attention. We will look at the basic biology,
ecology and behaviours of this unique and
fascinating animal which is becoming part of
our mammal assemblage in areas of Scotland
and Devon. Though beavers may be more
challenging to observe directly, their distinctive
field signs can offer much information on their
habitat use and lifestyles. This course will
also discuss the conservation status of this
species, the ecological benefits and potential
conflicts of its reintroduction, touching on
management solutions to enable us to
re-establish a connection with this formerly
widespread ecosystem engineer. Over the
two days, you will be involved a mixture of
classroom based teaching and a field session
to identify beaver field signs, in a relaxed
manner with plenty of discussion.
This course is not residential, but local
farmhouse accommodation (with bed,
breakfast, packed lunch and optional evening
meal) is available at an additional cost.

Please note, this course involves field
work which requires participants to have a
reasonable level of fitness.
Ticket Type

Price

Ticket Type

Price

Mammal Society Member Ticket

£109

Mammal Society Member Ticket

£229

Student Member & Concessions

£94

Student Member & Concessions

£195

Non-members

£259

£159

Non-members

Training Diary 2016
Date
March

Course

Location

11th-13th

Mammal Identification Weekend

Flatford Mill

18th-20th

Mammal Identification Weekend

Margram

19th

Owl Pellet Analysis

Wildwood

April

9th

Camera Trapping

Cheshire Wildlife

23rd-24th

Beaver Ecology & Conservation

Upcott Grange Farm

May

6th

Dormouse Ecology & Conservation

Callow Rock

10th

Dormouse Ecology & Conservation

Callow Rock

13th-15th

Mammal Identification Weekend

Juniper Hall

June

24th-26th

Mammal Identification Weekend

Kindrogan

July

15th-17th

Mammal Detective

Upcott Grange Farm

16th

Dormouse Ecology & Conservation

Wildwood

For courses later in the year visit our website for more details. If you would like further
information, please contact training@themammalsociety.org or 02380 010984.
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Photograph by
Rhona Forrester
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Predation by a grey seal (Halichoerus grypus)
on a herring gull (Larus argentatus)
Grey seal. Photograph
by Alexander Beilby

It is commonly assumed that grey
seals (Halichoerus grypus) feed on fish,
crustaceans to a lesser extent, and
perhaps other marine animals. Hammond
(2015) reported that cephalopods form an
important part of the diet.
There are practical difficulties in accurate
determination of their diet, but there have
been a few recent studies, mainly involving
the analysis of seal scats. In the North West
Atlantic, Bowen & Harrison (1994) did not
refer to an avian component of the diet.
Grellier (2006) confirmed that, in northern
UK waters at least, fish constitute by far the
most important food source. Interestingly
however, feathers were found in 2% of seal
scats. In Orkney and Shetland, feathers
were only recovered in November and
December, leading Grellier to speculate that
the seals responsible were pups on their first
foraging trips. In addition to this evidence,
Grellier cited a few other published reports
of birds as a food of the grey seal: Barnes
(1986) referred to predation on wigeon,
del-Nevo (1986) to the apparent taking of
razorbill, and Morgan (1986) and Moore
(2001) to attacks on eider ducks. In
addition, a report in British Birds (1 Aug
1981) recorded grey seal attacks on Manx
shearwaters off the coast of North Wales.
This report describes the observation of the
capture, drowning and swallowing of a herring
gull (Larus argentatus) by a grey seal on the
east coast of Northern Ireland.
22

David and Ros Dyson, davidadyson@hotmail.com

On 28 July 2014 we noticed a commotion
of herring gulls at the water surface of
Phennick Cove, Ardglass, Co. Down at
position 54°15.8’N, 5°36.2’W. Observation
with binoculars at a distance of c.80 metres
showed a male grey seal at the surface with
a juvenile herring gull firmly held in its mouth
but struggling to get free. At frequent intervals
the seal submerged for periods of around
30 seconds and it became clear from its
enfeebled state that the gull was drowning.
Each time the seal surfaced it was frantically
mobbed by around 15 adult and juvenile
herring gulls: behaviour which was largely
ignored by the seal. At length, the gull
became limp and immobile. The seal then
appeared to orientate the bird in its mouth
and swallowed it without difficulty. The
attendant gulls then dispersed. The entire
episode lasted around five minutes. Nearby
seals hauled out and resting on the rocks at
nearby Phennick point were not mobbed.
The apparent rarity of this observation
raises the question as to whether it is
aberrant or opportunistic behaviour by a
single seal or perhaps learned behaviour
by a group.
It is even possible that
feeding patterns have
become modified as a
result of local shortage
of fish. To a human
observer, it would
seem relatively easy
for a large bull seal
to attack a seabird
resting on the surface
and capture it and it
is therefore perhaps
surprising that such
activity is not more
common. On the other
hand, grey seals are
curious and playful

animals and it may be that other reports of
attacks on birds represent play, rather than
feeding. Grellier (2006) noted that the feathers
she found in seal scats were tiny neck and
breast feathers, which raises the possibility
that the whole bird was not swallowed.
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Book Reviews
Back from the Brink
By Malcolm Smith, ISBN 978-1-84995-147-0
The title sounds mysterious but, at the
same time, with the species illustrated on
the cover it gives a clear message that the
book approaches the return of species that
were on the edge of disappearing.
This book is dedicated to people who
make the effort to save animals and
protect vulnerable wildlife, it was possible
to achieve thanks to the collaboration of
many people. A special note has been
given to projects from the FFI, such as the
Mountain Gorilla Project which “helped
pull the greatest of the great apes back
from the brink” according to Mark Rose.
It focuses on stories of success and remarkable recovery, conservation
achievements. “Conservation can be a depressing business”, it is stated
as nowadays people tend to focus on the negative aspects but the
author wants to pass on a message of hope. The story of the species
chosen is told in a very detailed manner. The author makes sure that
the reader can be geographically aware of the location of each species
by providing a map at the beginning of each chapter, with each chapter
focusing in a single species and starting with an outlook of that animal.
Apart from the maps there are no more images in the chapters, the
author decided to combine all the coloured images in the middle which,
I believe, is with the intention of not distracting the reader from the main
story. These are good quality pictures and most of them intend to pass
a strong message, as we can see from fitting a transmitter in a rhino
horn or showing dead cattle carcasses.
The story engages the reader and the language is easy to understand,
despite quite a few technical terms. It has very good descriptions of the
places, animals and environment. It approaches several different topics
and it is not saturating to read. Overall a good read for the general
public with an interest in wildlife conservation.

A History of the Mammal Society: the First
Fifteen Years.
Ian Linn (2015). Privately printed. To obtain a copy, please email
Fiona Linn. fionalinn7@icloud.com
The Mammal Society was born in Birmingham in 1954, brought to
life by Joe Pickvance from the University Extra-Mural Department
and Brian Hindle, a local Grammar
School teacher. Its first President
was Lord (Jock) Cranbrook (father of
the current Earl); the first Chairman
was Alastair Worden (one of the
authors of the New Naturalist on
the Rabbit), followed a mere year
later by Leo Harrison Matthews
(Scientific Director of the London
Zoo and author of the New
Naturalist British Mammals); with
a healthy mixture of professionals
and amateurs as a Council – as it
remains to this day. One of those
original Council members was Ian
Linn (1921–2007). He laboured
long on the Society’s history, but
manifestly didn’t get all that far. His book is a vivid
reminder of the early days – a determination to stick to hard information
without becoming an advocacy group (a policy strongly guarded by
Mick Southern, the third Chairman), the tensions with “special interest”
groups (deer, badgers, bats and more), publication policy, etc. It is
idiosyncratic – those who know Ian Linn will hear him clearly – but
nonetheless a valuable record of the Society’s infancy. It is more a
personal memoir than a history of the Society we know and love. John
Flowerdew has produced a much more rounded account of the latter in
Mammal Review 34 (3): 169-210, 2004. But Ian Linn’s take is a useful
and readable reminder and record.
Book Review by Sam Berry

Book Review by Filipa Goncalves

The British Wildlife Year
By Dominic Couzens, ISBN 978-1-84995-147-0
This book targets people with an interest in
wildlife, not necessarily for experts but more for
the environmental lovers’ curiosity. It focuses
on Britain and describes things that are
accessible for the general public to do related
to wildlife and the outdoors, defined by month
and, in some cases, which weeks to see
specific plants or animals. It is basically the
highlights of wildlife throughout Britain; full of
interesting facts, it approaches a vast amount
of habitats with a range of species.
Structure wise, it is very consistent and it
ensures certain species are talked about
every month in diary form. The illustrations
are of good quality and very relevant. The author tells the reader the
best places to go to see certain things or phenomenon and supplies
links to help in accomplishing the task.
What I like the most about this book is that it encourages outdoor
activities and volunteering, at the end of the book there is a section
where it is possible to find links to several organisations in Britain
focusing on different interests that people might have. It is very
important to try and engage people in being active and looking out for
wildlife, teaching them what we should be preserving.
Book Review by Filipa Goncalves
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Shared Experience of Red Squirrel
Conservation Practise
www.redsquirrels.info/new-red-squirrel-e-book-is-here-free
Craig Shuttleworth, Peter Lurz & Elizabeth Halliwell
It is rare to be offered something for free,
especially if what you are being offered
is of high quality and a valuable tool. The
ethos of this work was to get information
and ideas/opinions surrounding red
squirrel conservation efforts into a readily
available format that could be shared.
Sponsored by The European Squirrel
Initiative, this book is a snapshot of the
current situations and illustrates the
breadth of conservation effort being
carried out in the ongoing battle to save
the red squirrel in Great Britain and
Northern Ireland.
This is an excellent book that gives guidance and understanding
of the red squirrel situation. It has been used to help focus university
zoology students on the type of work that is on-going and enable
them to develop an understanding of the need for further projects
and forward thinking. Many found that there were red squirrel projects
nearby which they were unaware of. We were also able to use this to
fire off ideas on the tools for conservation such GIS mapping skills.
Book Review by Hilary Conlan
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Mammal Society Book Deals
The Eurasian Beaver is for those with
a specific interest in beavers and their
reintroduction, and for anyone with a general
curiosity in natural history, ecology or animal
behaviour. It can be used as a field guide
to identify beaver field signs and observe
beavers in the wild by wildlife surveyors or
general land users, or as an introductory
guide for anyone with an interest in beavers
and how to recognise them.
The Mammal Society’s books can be bought
through the NBHS: http://www.nhbs.com

Members of the Mammal Society
can get a 10% discount on these
purchases.
Simply order directly with NHBS by
calling 01803 865913 or emailing
customer.services@nhbs.com.
To get this discount online:
· Place your order through the normal checkout procedure.
· Continue through shipping address and payment method until
you get to the Confirmation page where there is a Customer
comment box.
· In that, please type “A Mammal Society Member”.
· Before you purchase is processed, this comment will be read
and the 10% discount applied.
For Affliated Groups: If you wish to make bulk orders, a further
discount may be available. Please call or email the NBHS to
discuss your order and discount.

Give as you live
Going on holiday? Buying a gift? Buying Office Stationary? Buying Clothes? Buying Groceries?
Did you know by doing these day to day purchases, the store will donate a percentage of your
purchase to The Mammal Society.

It is simple and FREE!
Simply set up a Give As You Live account now!
www.giveasyoulive.com/signup?cid=604352
Give as you Live enables you to shop and compare prices on products
from more than 3,600 top online retailers, such as Amazon, John Lewis and
Sainsburys. You can get the best deal and access exclusive offers and deals.
As if that’s not enough, when you make a purchase through their website, a
percentage of your spend will be donated to The Mammal Society.
Give as you Live is a shopping and price comparison website with a heart.
You can shop for products from thousands of leading online retailers; use their
price comparison tool to ensure you get the best price and even save money
by using the exclusive offers and deals available on their site.
Don’t forget, a percentage of every purchase you make will be donated to
The Mammal Society.
Help The Mammal Society expand its role in mammal research this
year and sign up today!

Our finance officer has raised over £100 from home by using Give As You Live when purchasing items online
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